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ABSTRACT 
The issue of connecting two collaborating tools in the scope of determination of forces occurring in the 

hitch of the tools was discussed. The analysis was carried out at the example of a modular device for soil 

application of digestate. In one working pass the device enables to organize a work enabling evenly 

spreading the digestate at the soil surface, mixing it and covering with soil. Finite Element Method (FEM) 

numerical methods have been used for the development of a construction which allowed, among others, the 

determination of loads at the point of the tools connection. Carrying out experimental research in real 

conditions of operation, stress distribution and force values occurring in connection were determined. The 

force values obtained were verified with computer analysis carried out at the 3D model of the device, 

demonstrating the correctness of the assumptions made. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Care for soil environment and in particular the content of humus in soil is one of the 

assumptions of sustainable agriculture. The increase of humus in the soil may be obtained, 

among others, by means of the use of natural fertilizers, including, among others, 

digestate. In order to enable this process while meet the requirements for the use of natural 

fertilizers, a modular device for subsurface injection of digestate was elaborated. The 

principles of ecodesigning, ergonomics and work organization in sustainable agriculture 

were implemented when elaborating the construction of the modular device (Bohdal et 

al., 2014; Kukiełka et al., 2016). The set consists of a manure spreader and a trailed disc 

harrow. The device offers the possibility of work organization enabling the simultaneous 

transport, spreading and mixing of digestate with soil. A bracket with a transport hitch 

developed according to the principles of ergonomics, mounted to the spreader frame, was 

used to connect both machines. This type of attachment ensures the transfer of loads 

generated by the aggregated disc harrow. The disc harrow is equipped with a drawbar 

ended with an eye. High strength requirements are set for connections of such kind, 

subject to variable and different operational loads. In order to define the level of loads at 

the point of connection, Finite Element Method (FEM) numerical methods were applied 

(Savaidis and Vormwald 2000; Maggi et al., 2005; Rakowski and Kacprzyk 2005; Wang 

2012; Kosterski et al., 2016). They are commonly applied in the Industrial Institute of 

Agricultural Engineering, in the scope of elaboration of the construction of agricultural 

machines working with variable operating loads (Szczepaniak and Pawłowski 2005; 

Zbytek et al., 2013; Kukiełka et al., 2016). Moreover, computer simulations which enable 

to verify the adopted constructional solutions of agricultural machines are performed 

(Szczepaniak and Pawłowski 2005; Zbytek et al., 2009; Pawłowski et al., 2012; 

Wojciechowski 2013). Verification of obtained parameters takes place in real conditions, 

during the operation of the machine. Various kinds of test runs are considered in the 

regard. The results obtained are verified with results obtained in the simulation test. 
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GOAL, OBJECT AND METHODS OF THE STUDY 

The analysis of the connection of two tools of a modular device for soil application of 

digestate, in the scope of identification of forces occurring in that connection, under 

conditions of variable operational load, was the one of the main objectives of the 

conducted research. Managing a digestate as per the R10 recovery process, it should be 

spread evenly at the field surface, covered and mixed with soil. In order to meet that 

condition, a modular device for soil application of digestate, which was the subject of 

tests, was designed (Fig. 1). The device construction computational model was performed 

with the use of the Ideas NX 6.3 system. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Modular device for soil application of digestate 

 

FEM mesh was built using standard finite elements located in the programme library. The 

computational model was discretizationed with quadrilateral and triangular shell and plate 

elements and beam elements. A computer analysis was carried out for the purpose of 

determination of the value of forces at the point of tools connection. Carrying out 

experimental tests under operational conditions, values of forces occurring in the place of 

connection of both machines were determined (Fig. 2). Strain gauge sensors stuck to a 

beam with the drawbar eye of the disc harrow were used to determine forces. Strain 

gauges were stuck in places located with the use of a strength analysis performed in the 

static scope. In order to determine forces loading the machine in the point of connection, 

a method discussed by Spadło (2014) was applied. With the method, a classical manner 

of determination of force values, by means of performance of normal stress equation 

calculations was resigned from. Geometric parameters and cross-section characteristics 

are replaced with constants which were then determined experimentally. Constants 

binding the stresses recorded in the drawbar with forces occurring in the hitch were 

identified on the basis of an experiment consisting in loading the drawbar in a location of 

occurrence of forces with significant value and readout corresponding to the stress. The 

direction of the load operation was selected so as to eliminate the remaining components. 

disc harrow 

manure spreader 
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RESULTS 

Registration of time course of force values in the disc harrow hitch was performed during 

the transport pass at a field road and two working pass. An exemplary course of forces 

occurring in the harrow's hitch during a transport pass at the field road is presented at 

Figure 3. Five measurement sections are designated at the force distribution: 1 – lifting 

of the disc harrow to the transport position 2 – ride down from the elevation, 3 – ride with 

a field road, 4 – ride up the elevation, 5 – stopping the tractor unit. 

 

Fig. 2. Designation of forces occurring in the disc harrow hitch 

 

Recorded values of forces during measurements are set in table 1. Negative values of 

forces mean another reversal of forces operation with respect to the one adopted at Fig. 

2. Longitudinal force Fx, occurring at the point of connection, is the force of working 

resistance of the disc harrow during working pass. It was determined when spreading 

digestate with modular device, going at a working speed of 5 km·h-1 and mixing it with 

soil at a depth of 10 cm.  

Table 1. Values of forces occurring in the hitch during various runs. 

Item Tests Forces 
Values of forces [daN] 

min. max. average 

1 Transport pass 

longitudinal Fx -267 780 79 

lateral Fy -201 65 -2 

vertical Fz 0 807 606 

2 First working pass 

longitudinal Fx 1023 2082 1456 

lateral Fy -402 -144 -263 

vertical Fz 115 394 242 

3 
Second working 

pass 

longitudinal Fx 1285 2298 1820 

lateral Fy -488 -181 -323 

vertical Fz 93 367 249 

 

The connection of two tools meets the requirements in the scope of the transfer of vertical 

force (PN-82/R-36107). The hitch transfer loads applied along its longitudinal axis max. 

1820 daN, which is the force of working resistance of the disc harrow. The average value 

of working resistance 1638 daN obtained, recorded during experimental tests, 

corresponds to the value of the force which was applied to the eye of the disc harrow's 
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hitch during computer analyses at the 3D computational model. Working resistance 

adopted or the analysis at the computational model amounted to 1700 daN. Upon 

consideration in the computational model of the dynamic force coming from the tools' 

weight and their working resistance (dynamic surplus ratio kd =1.6 was applied in the 

calculations), the value of reaction in the drawbar eye increased to the level of 2140 daN. 

Maximum value of the working resistance recorded during experimental tests, which 

amounts to 2190 daN, confirms the correctness of assumptions made and the method of 

carrying out computer analyses. 

 

Fig. 3. Exemplary course of forces occurring in the hitch during the transport pass 

 

CONCLUSION 

The strain gauge method of values forces determination occurring in the point of 

connection of two collaborating agricultural machines was presented. The analysis was 

carried out at the example of a modular device for soil application of digestate. The device 

consisting of the manure spreader and trailed disc harrow, in one working pass, evenly 

spreads digestate at the soil area and mixes it and covers it with soil. The construction of 

the aggregate enables the reduction of energy expenditure as a result of the combination 

of two treatments in one pass which is in accordance with the principles of work 
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organization in sustainable agriculture. FEM numerical methods have been used for the 

build of a 3D model of the modular device and determination of the level of forces at the 

point of the tools connection. The precision of numerical analyses carried out was verified 

experimentally with the use of strain gauge techniques. Experimental tests carried out in 

real conditions of operation allowed for determination of the value of forces occurring in 

connection during various runs. The course of force obtained allowed to determine 

average values. The hitch used for the connection of two tools meets the requirements in 

the scope of the transfer of vertical force. The validation of 3D model of the connection 

of collaborating tools proved the correctness of the assumptions made. 
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